GAIN EFFICIENCY
Streamline 340B administrative tasks and financial reporting for all your pharmacy locations

1. **Benefit from a proven model.** Since 2011, we’ve supported a preferred 340B partnership for the nation’s fourth-largest retail pharmacy chain.

2. **Leverage an added layer of protection for your 340B program.** Our solution works as a compliance double-check that helps 340B third-party administrators ID and exclude Medicaid claims.

3. **Keep business as usual for your covered entities.** There’s no disruption to your covered entities’ current processes. They can even keep their existing 340B administrator!

4. **Eliminate multiple points of contact at different vendors.** We’ll be the central point to manage your 340B program and coordinate with your covered entities’ other 340B administrators.

5. **Simplify financial management.** We help eliminate multiple invoicing processes — and we manage the settlement and transfer of 340B funds directly with your covered entities and/or other administrators.

6. **Leverage single-source reporting.** We’ll consolidate data from other 340B administrators and become your one source of truth for inventory levels, replenishment data and financials.

7. **Manage inventory more effectively with central fill.** Let us streamline your inventory management, with solutions for central fill, automatic replenishment and remediation with covered entities.

8. **Count on us for audit support.** We’ll coordinate with your covered entities in the case of a HRSA audit to help provide auditors with the information requested.

9. **Get the convenience of an onsite account manager.** For qualifying pharmacies, we’ll fund a dedicated, onsite account manager to run your program.

10. **Be live in as little as 15 business days after data exchange.** Forget about the hassles of managing multiple 340B administrators. We’ve got a better way! Contact us to learn more and get started.
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